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FOREWORD 

Welcome to this Learning Resource for Dance Education. 

This Learning Resource was developed by experts from the National Commission for 

Culture and the Arts as a reference to aid you in developing rich, meaningful, and 

empowering learning in the creative fields. Every effort has been exerted to produce a Self-

Learning Learning Resource that incorporates the most fundamental elements and principles 

of each discipline, while providing a spiraled, scaffolded, and multi-sensory approach to 

allow you to explore your innate creativity while building discipline and rigor in your chosen 

discipline. 

Each lecture, activity, or reflection here is designed to be meaningful. Each one designed to 

build from the previous one, and each one with the objective of building up for the next skill 

or competence. We hope that you will find these activities challenging but empowering, and 

that your potential as a Filipino artist and Creative is further enhanced and inspired. 

These Learning Resources take into consideration the various limitations and challenges 

brought about by the current situation, and provides you with the flexibility to manage 

content and pace to your individual needs while maintaining standards for creativity, 

embodying 21st Century skills, and aspiring towards artistic excellence. Beyond compilations 

of dry information, these Learning Resources seek to develop Higher Order Thinking Skills 

of Analysis, Evaluation, and Creation. 

If you are planning to use this Resource as a facilitator or teacher, you are expected to guide 

and orient your learners in the proper and efficient use of this Learning Resource. Most, if 

not all activities, will entail exploration, investigation, and experimentation, as such it is 

imperative that you, as the facilitator, establish the guidelines which will allow your students 

to be creative but within responsible, safe, and academically-sound limits. Your guidance 

and mentorship is expected and encouraged throughout the learning process. 

We look forward to your journey as an artist, MABUHAY! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 
Dance is one of the most expressive forms of art known to man. It can express feelings 

of joy, sorrow, anger, and so much more. It has an important role in every culture. Two forms 

of dance that have stood against the test of time are classical ballet and modern dance. 

While ballet introduces a refinement in technique, modern dance introduces a return 

to free expression and complex choreography. The relation that these dance forms contain is 

a shift in how humans have refined the concept of movement.  

Modern dance is very popular in today’s world. Due to its freedom of expression, it has 

gained the admiration of millions of people. 

At the end of the quarter, you should be able to: 

 
1. Discuss the history and development, fundamental movements, and principles of 

modern dance.  
2. Explain the function and value of modern dance.  
3. Explore dance literature to improvise dance movements in modern dance 

compositions.  
4. Create modern dance pieces utilizing local dance materials (myths, legends, 

folklores).  
5. Perform the created modern dance pieces.  
6. Evaluate the application of modern dance techniques through a performance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 



 

 
 
 

Modern Dance is a discipline that preserves the technique of ballet it and liberates 

itself from it to include the thrilling world of total body participation and artistic expression. It 

may be similar to jazz, ballet, lyrical or something entirely different, creating the style for the 

exploration of the choreographer’s and dancer’s mood. The style of dance was born when 

ballet dancers decided to free themselves to accept and explore the possibilities of unlimited 

movement from the static framework of ballet.  

 

Here is the difference between Modern Dance and Ballet: 

 

 

Classical Ballet 

 

Modern Dance 

 Strict rules are followed 
 Structured, straight forward with 

definite steps 
 Dancing for the sake of others’ 

entertainment (aesthetically 
pleasing) 

 Dancers appear light and maintain 
proper posture 

 Always makes use of costumes, 
scenery, music and footwear 

 

 There are no rules 
 The entire body is moving according 

to its natural movement 
 Expression of emotions through 

dance 
 Movements are often low and more 

grounded 
 Can be done without music, 

costumes, scenery, story or 
footwear 

 

 

Modern Dance is a constantly evolving art form that presents a set of concepts and 

techniques that are related to the goals and techniques of the original modern dancers. Simply 

put, Modern Dance is a development of movements that fit the feelings and intent of a dancer. 

As long as the steps are done well and with sense, every movement is perfect. 

 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN DANCE 

As applied to the arts, the term “modern” has a broad and contentious definition. The 

‘modernity’ discussion of the topics in this module could come differently in other studies. 

Modern Dance has two key birth places, according to historians: Europe (specifically 

Germany) and the America. Although it emerges as a form of concert dance in a ballet 

company, school or artist, it has no direct origins. As a consequence of its time, modern dance 

is evolving alone and outside any academic institution. 

The history of Modern Dance can best be explained by the important people, performances and 

other details that took place  between the 1950s in the west and the end of the 19th century. 

 
 

 

TOPIC 1: WHAT IS MODERN DANCE ? 



 

FRANCOIS DELSARTE  

(1811-1871, France) 

 

Delsarte is considered as a 

precursor in modern dance history 

because he invented the hypothesis 

about the relationship between human 

actions and emotions. 

His research led him to believe 

that a movement, or at least an attempt, 

corresponds to each emotion or mental 

picture. The idea that feelings are the 

main factors that contribute to the 

quality of movement is one of the most 

important ideological components of 

modern dance. 

That is to say, in codified 

movements, as classical dance would 

propose – that dance has its origins 

within the dancer not outside of 

him/her. 

Delsarte’s notable contributions 

were: 

- The creation of a new 
gesture code that is wholly separate from the classical dance legacy. 

 

- The study and codification of a logic system describing the links between 
various physical components, different types of movement and various human 
emotions. 

 

- The development of a method for studying, analyzing and teaching movement. 
 

- The essential concept of gesture expressiveness is invented. 
 

- The role of the upper body (trunk, arms and face) as the primary vehicle for 
soul expression is discussed. 

 

Delsarte’s code of gestures is an independent code of expression that is completely 

different from the classical ballet tradition. It consists of a logic system that explains the various 

relationships between the body and its various components. 

 

 

https://en.geneastar.org/genealogy/delsartef/francois-delsarte 

https://en.geneastar.org/genealogy/delsartef/francois-delsarte


 

ÉMILE JAQUES-DALCROZE  

(1811-18711865-1950, Austria-Switzerland) 

Dalcroze was a major 

player in the history of modern 

dance and is considered as the 

father of the concept of 

“Rhythmics” or “Eurythmics.”. His 

main contribution is his study on 

the relation between movement 

and music. He did not plan on 

teaching it to musicians or dancers. 

Instead, his method developed in 

Europe and reached some of the 

most influential modern dance 

figures of the time. 

Dalcroze’s notable contributions 

were: 

- The concept of a link between movement and rhythm is introduced. 
 

- The development of a unique teaching method based on movement. 
 

- Some of his core concepts include: physical obstructions are produced by 
rhythmic blockages; relaxation is required to achieve proper movement; and 
breathing is the most important rhythmic movement. 

 

Dalcroze’s presented the concept of a link between rhythm and movement. His method 

of teaching is based on the relaxation of mind and the use of breathing. 

 

RUDOLPH LABAN  

(1879 – 1958, Hungary – UK) 

Laban was instrumental in 

forming the ideological foundation of 

modern dance. He is regarded as one of 

the most productive figures in the history 

of dance. He is widely known for 

spreading his name and thoughts across 

Europe and around the world. 

He has written many works on 

movement. He also invented 

labanotation (Laban Kinetography), which 

is the most complete and effective method 

of studying movement which opened a whole new theoretical framework for the study of 

movement.  

 

http://www.kvl.cch.kcl.ac.uk/THEATRON/biographys/biodalcroze.html 

https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/rudolf-laban.html 

 

http://www.kvl.cch.kcl.ac.uk/THEATRON/biographys/biodalcroze.html
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/rudolf-laban.html


 

Laban wrote many books and papers that are still important guides for the study of 

dance - “Choreutics”, “The Mastery of Movement” and “Educational Modern Dance” are some 

of his works. 

He believes that dance is a form of social interaction. Therefore, dance ought to be a 

group experience. He also believes that educating people and communities will correct society 

by means of movement. 

MARY WIGMAN (1886 – 1973, Germany) 

Wigman is the first significant modern 

dance figure that was recorded in European 

modern dance history. She built her own 

knowledge of dance and transformed it into a 

large number of pieces of choreography. In her 

search for a dance that would have an 

expressive role in the dancer's soul, she 

rejected the principles and practices of classical 

dance. She argued that dance could be given 

life by the unseen powers that were inherent in 

ancient cultures. 

Wigman was a member of the German 

Expressionism movement. Her work was 

characterized by somber and intense dance 

pieces. She was very active in the 

establishment of schools and other educational 

institutions. Her ideas were influential in the 

development of German dance.  

Her ideas which was considered as 

modern dance trends were also transferred to the United States and in other countries like 

France. 

 

LOÏE FULLER (1862 – 1928, USA) 

Although she was known as a skilled dancer, Fuller was not recognized by modern 

dance history as a choreographer. This is because her major goal was not for the sake of 

dance or movement, but for the sake of the rest of the modern dancers. 

She is the author of many pieces of scenic art that combine dance and lighting 

elements. Like many American pioneers of modern 

dance, Fuller is unaware of classical dance traditions. 

However, she had great success in Europe, where she 

made a name for herself as an influential figure in the art 

of fashion. 

Fuller was recognized by modern dance history for 

her significant contribution to new scenic illusion 

possibilities through the use of electricity production, in 

addition to being the first modern dancer in terms of 

chronology. 

https://www.pinterest.ph/pin/112378953171873122/ 

Portraits: Pioneers of Modern Dance by John-Mario Sevilla 

https://www.pinterest.ph/pin/112378953171873122/


 

ISADORA DUNCAN (1878 – 1927, USA – France) 

  

https://www.romecentral.com/en/isadora-duncan-madre-della-danza-moderna-e-pioniera-del-femminismo/ 

Duncan is described by modern dance tradition as a symbol of liberation not because 

she refused to follow formal dance education but because of her esthetic ideas. She had 

confidence to smash dance conventions and social codes. 

She developed her thinking and creativity by studying other creative languages. She 

became interested in poetry, music and philosophy. Her work was inspired by classical music. 

She also drew on the figures shown on ancient Greek mythology for inspiration. Her style was 

also affected by the naked foot and the charisma it displayed. 

Duncan’s contribution was not widely considered in terms of dance techniques, mostly 

due to what her work meant for the cultural method. Instead, she worked according to various 

classic dance concepts. Her promotion of the emancipation of the body's traditional codes is 

widely recognized as a general reality in culture.  

https://www.romecentral.com/en/isadora-duncan-madre-della-danza-moderna-e-pioniera-del-femminismo/


 

RUTH SAINT DENIS (1877 - 1968, USA) 

Saint Denis was a renowned dancer in 

the US. She was born in France and was the 

daughter of a feminist. She was one of the first 

female students to be accepted into a university. 

With her husband, Ted Shawn, they founded the 

Denishawn  School and Company. Modern 

dance history credits both of them for their 

combined charm and personal rigor. 

Ideological setting of oriental religions 

were developed and expressed in her 

choreographic productions. For Saint Denis, the 

female dancer is a symbol of virtue, which 

conflicts with the  gender bias of the male 

dancer. 

The choreographic pieces of Denishawn 

are remembered for their large and spectacular 

formats, intricate scenes and the creation of 

musical visualizations. Their dance depictions of 

music were known as the first attempt at abstract 

choreography. In 1931 the school dissolved and 

the couple separated. 

https://pariswasawoman.tumblr.com/post/96448225244/ruth-saint-denis-january-20-1879-july-21 

TED SHAWN  (1891 – 1972, USA) 

Husband to Ruth Saint Denis, Shawn continued his 

work as an independent choreographer after the dissolution 

of the Denishawn School and Company. He made various 

tours in the US with his first dance company. 

Through his work, Shawn sought to create an image 

of masculinity that is muscular and aesthetic. He also 

educated boys about the importance of being a good 

dancer. 

He also established a choreographic facility, 

Jacob's Pillow, which is still important for dance as well as 

its dance festivals. 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ted-Shawn 

In Massachusetts, Jacob's Pillow is now a National Historic Landmark District. It is a 

school and performance venue that is well-known for its summer dance festivals. A 

professional school with extensive archives, as well as a year-round community program. 

https://pariswasawoman.tumblr.com/post/96448225244/ruth-saint-denis-january-20-1879-july-21
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ted-Shawn


 

DORIS HUMPHREY (1895 - 1958, USA) 

  As a teacher and dancer, Humphrey worked for 

Saint Denis. She was associated with Charles 

Weidman and Pauline Lawrence. Together, they 

created the Humphrey - Weidman Company. 

Alongside the commercial and dazzling 

Saint Denis, their artistic works were remembered 

to have a contrast of gravity. They added a sense 

of theater and used pantomime and comedy to 

work. By studying the interaction between gravity 

and the human body, Humphrey developed a new 

dance technique which is the Fall and Recovery.  

She taught many important notions such as 

breath, suspension, weight and rebound. She was 

also the first modern dance teacher to teach 

imbalance as the basis of her movement. 

Her other contributions were the perception 

of group dancing as a key choreographic force and 

a mass counterpoint to the soloist. 

In a book titled "The Art of Making Dances," she left a written legacy on her 

choreographic philosophy. 

After suffering from arthritis, she stopped dancing. Because of her condition, José 

Limón created a new company for her and continued to be its artistic director. 

 

JOSE LIMÓN (1908 - 1972, Mexico - USA) 

Limón was the one who spread Humphrey’s technique 

in Europe. He maintained that she is the innovator and he is 

the continuator even though the technique is renowned under 

his name. 

Nevertheless, he had his own choreographic issues 

and focused on social aspects. In notable and unfortunate 

subjects from his native history, he expressed an 

understanding of the precarious state of humanity. 

Some examples of his notable works are “La Malinche” 

(1949), “Carlota” (1972) and “The Pavane of the Moor” (1949). 

Aside from also being successful in Europe, Limón 

is very much influenced by dance pieces that he has never seen before. His debut was in 

1947, and according to modern dance history, he was given the title  “Finest Male Dancer of 

the Moment” by the New York Times. 

 

https://www.beyondthenotes.org/blog/doris-humphrey-1895-1958-dancer-

choreographer-and-dance-theorist/ 

 

https://medium.com/@AdultBalletLA/dance-review-f657b7da6b 

 

https://www.beyondthenotes.org/blog/doris-humphrey-1895-1958-dancer-choreographer-and-dance-theorist/
https://www.beyondthenotes.org/blog/doris-humphrey-1895-1958-dancer-choreographer-and-dance-theorist/
https://medium.com/@AdultBalletLA/dance-review-f657b7da6b


 

MARTHA GRAHAM (1894 – 1991, USA) 

Graham enrolled at the Denishawn 

School and Company in 1916 and quickly rose 

to prominence as the school's most famous 

and significant student.  

She traveled to New York in 1923, 

where she performed in music halls and 

musical comedies while also focusing on solo 

dances at her studio.  

Graham created a vocabulary for the 

movement of the pelvis and her work has 

been characterized by various aesthetical 

cycles. Her work represented the American 

experience at its best, and it was full of 

spiritual and religious ideals. She created her 

own training method, which has achieved worldwide success to this day: 

- Concentrate on the body’s ‘center’ 

- Movement and breathing coordination 

- The floor’s relationship with the dancer 

- Contraction and release are alternated movements 

In 1984, the Martha Graham Dance Company was recognized worldwide. Her death 

in 1991 left her company and school as a priceless legacy for dance communities. 

 

ALVIN AILEY (1931 - 1989, USA) 

For being the ‘black modern dance’ 

choreographer, Ailey had a significant role in modern 

dance history. 

He went through various influences before 

building his own company: The Alvin Ailey American 

Dance Theater. The emphasis on the representation 

of the emotions of black people is what differentiates 

his work the most. 

His masterpiece which is entitled  

“Revelations”  is a combination of his most famous 

artistic choices: the use of ethnic music using the 

Graham technique with a spiritual and  radical 

atmosphere. 

Known for his creative focus on elements of 

black culture, he opened his company to multiethnic 

.https://www.britannica.com/biography/Martha-Graham 

 

https://fronterasdesk.org/content/847571/alvin-ailey-dance-troupe-performing-60th-

anniversary-celebration-mesa-arts-center 

 

https://fronterasdesk.org/content/847571/alvin-ailey-dance-troupe-performing-60th-anniversary-celebration-mesa-arts-center
https://fronterasdesk.org/content/847571/alvin-ailey-dance-troupe-performing-60th-anniversary-celebration-mesa-arts-center


 

possibilities over time. He has also set up a choreographic vocabulary of his own. By launching 

his school and company, Alvin Ailey is known as the one who paved the road for multiethnic 

dancers and new choreographers to develop. 

 

ALWIN NIKOLAÏS (1910 - 1993, USA) 

Nikolas is a modern dance artist 

who has a clear preference for abstract 

expression. He defined dance as the 

process of moving. He created dance 

pieces that incorporated the movement 

of the human body. 

His  dance compositions 

depicted that the human body's 

movement was as important as visual 

effects, collages, sculptures, projections 

and other scenic illusion elements. He 

believes that: 

-The 'center of movement' can be any 
part of the body. 
 
-Humans are merely another part of the 
ever-changing universe. 

 

-The body passes through various transformations before becoming abstract accessories. 

-Technical training includes improvisation and composition. The dancer is in charge of 

exploring his own body. 

Nikolas is recognized in the history of contemporary dance for his outstanding teaching 

abilities, which focused on enhancing his students' creative potential. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/09/arts/dance/alwin-nikolaiss-influence-on-dance-is-resurrected.html 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/09/arts/dance/alwin-nikolaiss-influence-on-dance-is-resurrected.html


 

Modern Dance’s history is influenced by the various political and social movements 

that occurred during its time. Through the 1960s, choreographers and dancers refined and re-

examined the works of the pioneers of modern dance, creating new forms of movement 

vocabulary. 

Today's modern dancers use dance to communicate their inner thoughts, feelings and 

intentions. They then pick which feelings they want to express to the audience before they try 

to create a dance routine. 

Modern dance is a unique art form that continues to evolve. Its various traditions and 

techniques are constantly updated and refined. 

 

Halili- Cruz School of Dance – Halili-Cruz Dance Company 

“Modern dance has always been and will always be about the world we live in, 

representing all that the world entails in the form of movement.” 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACTIVITY 1: WHAT IS MODERN DANCE 

When people ask what is Modern Dance, they often try to prepare themselves for a variety 

of scenarios. This activity can help you understand the various elements of the dance form. 

To understand what Modern Dance really is, the following activities are highly recommended: 

 Attend technique classes taught by different instructors. 

 Watch performances and choreographies from a variety of artists. 

 Experiment with movement and improvise while maintaining an open mind about your 
own perception of dance. 

 

Every one of the exposures mentioned above will help you broaden and shape awareness, 

providing you with the information to compare and the courage to appreciate Modern Dance. 

Keep in mind that as one's knowledge of the art of dancing expands, the need to label dance 

forms will fade. The question of “What is Modern Dance?” will be replaced by “What else is 

there for dance to become?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

For a classically trained ballet dancer, modern dance can be a challenging choice, but 

learning it can be a delightfully diversified experience. Modern dance movements will continue 

to  progress and its style will expand in future generations with a dancer that is inspired enough 

to improve. 

Modern dancers, like classical ballet dancers, strive to be light and airy on their feet, 

but they also employ their body weight to better their movement. The traditional ballet position 

of an upright, erect body is often abandoned in favor of purposeful falls to the floor. 

Modern dance can be danced to almost any kind of music. It can also be combined 

with other types of dance such as: street dance, ballet, jazz, African and Asian dances and 

even other forms of exercise, such as martial arts and yoga to produce new movements. 

 

ESSENTIAL MODERN DANCE MOVEMENTS (please take note the sample video provided 

are just for reference) 

The methods learned in modern dance can vary. It is an  emotion-based dance where 
dancers can adapt great variations. There are however certain gestures and choreography 
that are standardized. 

Curl Down and Up 

 

This exercise helps dancers to be aware of their body's core support. Lack of this 

support can cause other parts of the body to tense. The concept of engaging the core comes 

from awareness.  

This movement is complex and involves various muscles and body mechanics. Start 

with feet parallel and facing front and arms at the sides. Curl the spine over slowly, one 

vertebra at a time. Bend knees halfway down, and continue the curl downward. When the floor 

is reached, “grow” back upwards, one vertebra at a time without  collapsing the waist.  

Swings   

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

TOPIC 2: FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENTS OF MODERN DANCE 



 

The swing is a key component of the José Limón technique. This movement 

emphasizes the breath, while performing any movement with an element of suspension, such 

as leg swings, arm swings or falls to the floor. 

Swings are pendular movements consisting of a release with gravity, an arching follow 

through and a suspension.   

 

Flat Back 

  

Flat-back exercises are a major component of Lester Horton's 

training. They are performed in a series during the start of each 

class to strengthen the hip and stabilize the core. 

 

This step is derived from ballet showing grace and bodily 
power. 

 

 

 
 

 

Laterals 

 

 

Laterals are movements that go away from the median plane 
or longitudinal center of the body. This helps the dancers 
improve their balance through shifting of weight from one side 
to another. 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spiral     

 

The spiral torso twist begins in the pelvis. Every stage is 

articulated separately all the way up the spine as the body 

turns the pelvis, lower spine, mid-section, shoulder, neck and 

head. In alignment with the spine, the head stays. In the same 

order, the spiral releases the pelvis up to the shoulders, the 

neck, then the head. With the spine as its base, each 

movement is part of a smooth progression. 

This movement emphasizes spirals in the body, observing the 
form and energy of spirals help dancers understand how the 
pelvis and spine work together in twisting and curving the 
torso. 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 



 

 

Primitive Squats 

 

Squats strengthen the leg muscles that support the calves 

and the quadriceps. It improves flexibility, strength, balance 

and mobility. 

A Primitive Squat is when the legs are parallel, the spine is 
straight, the knees are entirely bent and the feet sit in a squat 
on the floor.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

Hinges 

 

In the hinge, the body tilts back and the arms are held 

straight out in front or to the side . As the dancer balances 

on the balls of the feet, the back and head are held straight 

as the knees are sent forward. 

 
When performed correctly, the hinge is a dazzling feat of 
strength but doing it without the proper technique can cause 
injury. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contraction and Release 

 

The Graham technique's fundamental movement is a cyclic 

process that involves contracting and releasing. It shows a 

stylized depiction of breathing. 

 
 
Contraction is a movement in which the middle segment of 
the body is pushed back. It occurs in the pelvis. As the 
dancer exhales, the spine is articulated. As the motion 
moves to the neck and the head, the distance between each 
vertebra is lengthened. 
 

 

 
 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 



 

 
 
 
Release occurs during inhalation and starts in the pelvis as 
well. In the same order as the contraction, the motion moves 
up the spine, returning the torso to a straight alignment. 
Usually, it counters the contraction. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

High Release 

 

A high release tilts the breastbone up instead of finishing with 
the spine and upper body in an upright neutral position. The 
shoulder blades should look like they are resting on a bar or 
rack, the head looking up and the rib cage remains over the 
hips while not bending the lower back. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Lunge 

A lunge is a type of resistance movement that uses the weight 

to move the body forward, sideward or backward. It can be 

done in parallel or turn out position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 

Halili-Cruz School of Ballet 

 



 

 

Falls and Recovery 

 

Falls are controlled by contractions to keep the body's center of gravity in place. They 

can be moved forward, sideward or backward. It may also be done while sitting, standing  or 

in elevation. In most cases, the dancer uses a powerful upward force to suspend the body in 

space. 

 

Floorwork 

Floorwork is commonly used in modern dance, particularly in Graham and Hawkins 
Techniques. 

It shifts the relationship of the body to gravity which allows dancers to navigate 
between higher and lower levels (going in and out of the floor). These features are central to 
the use of flooring in choreography and also affect its function in technical classes. Floorwork 
smoothly requires flexible joints, a relaxed body and sensitivity to the kinesthetic input 
generated by the floor. 

Low floorwork means on the floor. Middle floorwork means pedestrian or upright and 
the high or aerial means jumping level. 

Modern dance movement has no boundaries and has infinite possibilities – a 

general rule is that the derivative of something else is basically present in all modern dance 

moves. Modern dancers can find choreographic inspiration in any movement they see, 

whether it's classical ballet or a tree outside their window on a particularly day. 

While pursuing modern dance as a job or a passion, a dancer should not be scared to 

create dance steps out of thin air, as the results can be nothing short of spectacular. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACTIVITY 2: FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENTS OF MODERN DANCE 

The singular use of space is a distinguishing feature of modern dance. When the ballet 

dancer is facing the audience, both orientations are used by the modern dancer. Performing 

for the viewer, in a way, is not the sole purpose behind a modern dance performance. The 

relationship between the music and the dancer is also different from that of ballet. While the 

movements of ballet are bound to the music, the modern dancer’s movements may vary 

entirely. Music may not be used in modern dance, leaving simply the sound of the dancers' 

movements as a backdrop. 

In this activity, use the classical ballet steps learned from the first quarter and implement 

your own movement using the fundamental modern dance steps stated above. You may or 

may not use music. Experiment movements using your body. 

 Experiment with moving in response to various visuals. For instance: 
Whales - effortless, flowing, soaring, diving 

Robots  - shaky, riotous 

Dolls  - loose jointed, mechanical 

Using any of the fundamental dance moves, move your body in a way that reflects the 

features of these images. 

•  Move your body by independently exploring body shapes and creating brief dance 
sequences in a solo, duo or trio using formations and paths. 
 

• Discover different ways of moving down and up from the floor by putting together the 
different fundamental modern dance steps in sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Modern dance is a word that encompasses a wide range of dance styles. It is a dancing 

style category that is also known as a dance genre. Many of the genre's primary characteristics 

are credited to certain choreographers who, based on their personal ideologies, pioneered 

new and unique ways of moving and established new movement vocabulary with their 

understanding of how dance works as an art form. 

Some movements of modern dance may be in common with lyrical dance. It would be 

good to know its difference from each other: lyrical dance typically means that it was recently 

developed and performed using contemporary music and is a combination of different dance 

genres  - ballet, jazz and modern. 

So, what distinguishes something as Modern Dance? There are no definite rules 

defined in the field of modern dance, although there are limited definitions of modern styles of 

dance that contain at least one of the following characteristics: 

• It is based on one of the early masters' defined techniques, such as Graham's, 
Humphrey's, Limón's, Dunham's, Horton's or Cunningham's. 
 

• This technique is based on breath-based and torso-based movements. It can be done 
without the use of turned-out legs and pointed feet. 
 

• It is a fusion of various dance styles, such as ballet, hip-hop, Afro-Caribbean, and post-
modern dance. 
 

• It focuses on the ground-based movements that are commonly used when standing or 
lying down. It has a vocabulary of movements that are done while seated or lying on 
the floor. 

 

Modern dance does not have a definite definition but would be best to know that the 

dance genre can add enrichment to a dancer’s experience. It can expose dancers to a 

contemporary type of technique in which the pleasure of movement is experienced. It 

increases the enjoyment of music, other types of movement and other forms of art. It increases 

the appreciation for a dancer’s career and their comprehension of it.  

Each artist is a product of a particular era. For many artists, the early 20th century was 

their most significant moment. While dance was always on the cutting edge, the social and 

political conditions at that time often reflected the struggles and anxieties of the time. 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC 3: PRINCIPLES OF MODERN DANCE FUNCTION AND 

VALUE OF MODERN DANCE 



 

The Elements of Dance: Dance Concepts  

Space, time and force are the components of motion (energy). It is the body that is the 

instrument. By force, the body travels through space and in time. It is important to interpret the 

dance concepts holistically. Both components of dance are combined all the time when taking 

part in dance. The distinction between concepts here serves as a way of thinking, organizing 

and analyzing dance. 

SPACE 

Where is the movement 

performed 

Place           - self-space/general space (also called personal/shared) 

Size             - big/small, near/far 

Level           - low, middle, high 

Direction    - forward, backward, right, left, up, down, diagonal 

Pathway     - curved, straight, zig zag 

Focus.         - single focus or multi focus 

TIME 

When is the movement 

performed 

Speed          - fast or slow 

Rhythm       - beat, pattern and tempo 

FORCE 

How the movement is 

performed 

Energy            - sharp (sudden) or smooth(sustained) 

Weight           - strong or light 

Flow                - free or bound 

FORM 

How the dance is 

structured 

ABA 

- a= one phrase, b= another 
Recurring Theme 

- theme in variation (ABACA, ABBC), canon and round 
Abstract 

- a geometrical form, not representational 
Suite 

- moderate beginning, slow middle, fast end 
Broken Form 

- unrelated ideas, often used for humor 
Chance Dance 

- movement selected and refined, but randomly structured 
Choreographic Devices 

- retrograde (performing sequences backwards as if 
watching movement in rewind) 

- accumulation (A, AB, ABC, and ABCD) 
- repetition (repeating individual movements or movement 

sequences within a dance) 

 

 

 



 

FUNCTION AND VALUE OF MODERN DANCE 

Modern dance is quite complex and cannot necessarily be identified as any one form 

of dance even if most of its movement is inspired by many dance styles. In the 20th century, 

modern dance not only broke away from the limitations of conventional styles of dance, but 

offered significant public explanation on the uncertainty of the radical shift in the century. 

Today, many dancers appreciate modern dance because it encourages them to move 

expressively and freely. Although there are unique technical components, modern dance 

allows dancers an independence of movement that ballet can often not. It gives dancers an 

opportunity through movement to explore their imagination. It also builds a lot of power as 

well. A modern dancer must learn to move rapidly and fluidly from one stage to the next, using 

his or her full body from floor work to jumps, partnering and improvisation. 

  Being educated to diverse forms of dance is a positive feat for all modern dancers. It 

is important to integrate modern dance into ballet training to produce well-rounded dancers 

and performers. It's unusual to find a ballet company these days that doesn't include modern 

works in its repertoire. The more adaptable a dancer is, the more likely she or he is to have a 

long-term career. 

 

Benefits of Modern Dance 

Modern dancers develop physical abilities and training patterns that will assist them 

during their dancing career. Through modern dance, the following are enhanced: 

Creative Thinking – The effect that training in modern dance has on a dancer's life is 

often underestimated. Modern dancers have an advantage over other dancers due to 

their specialized training and skills. It is just as important as their job-specific 

knowledge, training and experience. 

Stress Reduction – Modern dance leads to healthier and better dancers by reaching 
the dancer's feelings and putting them into physical activity. Physical activity and 
contemplation both assist to alleviate tension, resulting in a more upbeat mood that is 
less prone to worry and despair. Dancers have a sense of calm, well-being and 
optimism as a result of the endorphins released during a dance class. 

 
Self-Expression – Modern dance training not only allows dancers to express 
themselves and improve their physical condition, but it also provides them a sense of 
empowerment. Dancers have a unique "voice" that they can use to express 
themselves by artistically translating emotion and thought into physical movement. 
They discover ways to communicate themselves even when words aren't acceptable. 
This can be especially good for dancers with learning difficulties, as it can help them 
build faith in themselves and not feel ignored.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACTIVITY 3 : PRINCIPLES OF MODERN DANCE 

Choreographers also perform their own parts in modern dance. Lighting, make up, 

scenery design would always include the same artist. This is a striking departure from ballet, 

where once the purpose is met, the dancer aspires to choreography and seldom continues 

performing. The distinction is practical: while ballet is constructed around a concrete “dance 

language” of movements, a new language is introduced for each piece of modern dance. 

Because of this, it is often easier for the dancers if the choreographer dances alongside them. 

Below is a list of activities where you can play different roles as a dancer, choreographer, 

writer, critic, audience and set/props designer: 

• Show off various movements based on a topic and demonstrating specific movement 
attributes, such as: 
 
Electricity  -  static, dynamic, powerful, subtle, etc. 
Super heroes - strong, overbearing, speedy, etc. 
Natural forces  - terrifying, powerful, uncontrolled, etc. 
 

• List all the similarities and differences that the two genres have (classical ballet and 
modern dance). Put your findings together into a chart and improvise movements 
according to your list. 

 

• Attend a modern dance performance and write a review. (Tips on writing a review is in 
the first quarter module) 
 

• Create a modern dance piece using a local setting as inspiration. Create a motif from 
the environment and develop it into a major theme for the dance piece. 

 

• Conduct a career interview with a professional contemporary dancer. 
 

• Choreograph a dance using natural objects as a stimulus (for example: leaves, 
wood and stones). Choose an outside location where you may execute the dance or 
produce a digital version of the live performance – take a video of the dance and then 
edit it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Technique skills are taught to promote choreography and performance. Because 

choreography with a higher degree of nature necessitates additional specific conditioning, 
dancers must be able to achieve and execute the material efficiently while being injury-free. 
 

In other circumstances, special training is required in order for dancers to perform more 
dramatic works effectively and convincingly. Overall strength, connection, body awareness  
and delicacy are essential to optimize an aesthetic performance and reduce the danger of 
injury. 
 

Modern dancers can become more connected and stronger as they gain more 

experience and hone their technique. The core values of the different modern dance 

techniques are self-motivated and are designed to promote the development of all techniques, 

including strength building and movement training. 

 
Graham Technique 

Watch: https://vimeo.com/ondemand/grahambeginning 

https://marthagraham.edu/ptp/ 

Martha Graham Dance Company was established in 1926. Her work is rooted in 

emotion and personal experience. 

The three signature movements of Graham’s technique are contraction, release and 

spiral. The C-curve of the spine is the central movement of the technique. The release and 

spiral movements are the opposite of the contraction. 

 

TOPIC 4: MODERN DANCE TECHNIQUES, TRENDS & 

IMPROVISATION 



 

Limón Technique 

Watch: https://brittneymonk.weebly.com/the-limon-style.html 

 

https://www.danceinforma.com/2019/05/25/jose-limon-dance-company-at-the-joyce-the-old-dancing-with-the-new/ 

After moving to New York City, José Limón studied with some of the most notable 

dancers in the industry. He later founded his own company and developed a unique style. 

There are no moves or stances to assume in his method because it is not codified. It's 

all about dance's unlimited potential. This technique works by breathing through the body and 

stretching the range of motion. It uses bouncing, swinging and percussive movements to 

achieve its goals. The importance of timing, shape and energy cannot be overstated. 

 

Horton Technique 

Watch: https://www.contemporary-dance.org/horton-technique.html 

Lester Horton founded the Lester Horton 

Dancers in 1932. His goal was to develop an 

anatomically corrected modern dancing 

approach. His studies in ballet and other 

approaches revealed that dance tends to tear 

the body down and he set out to correct this. 

 

Flat backs, lateral stretches, leg swings, 

deep lunges and falls are among the 

advanced exercises taught by Horton. 

Dancers learn how to sustain their stances 

without hurting themselves. The falls are 

spectacular and thrilling.  

http://www.danzaballetblog.com/2012/06/horton-technique.html 

https://www.contemporary-dance.org/horton-technique.html
http://www.danzaballetblog.com/2012/06/horton-technique.html


 

Cunningham Technique 

Watch: https://www.movedancewear.com/blog/what_is_the_cunningham_technique/387/ 

 

https://www.newyorker.com/culture/culture-desk/dancing-with-merce-cunningham-in-three-dimensions 

Before founding his own company in 1953, Merce Cunningham studied at the 

American Ballet School and danced with Martha Graham.  

Clarity, control, dynamic range and multi-directional use of space are all hallmarks of 

his choreography. He experimented with dancers in his classes and discovered new 

possibilities. 

The upper body and lower body will always do completely different things in a 

Cunningham class. The legs and torso operate independently. There are leg movements that 

appear to be classical, yet the torso moves in a non-classical manner in opposition to the legs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MODERN DANCE TECHNIQUES – THEN AND NOW 

Modern dance hails from ballet. Instead of being a series of steps, it is a series of 

movements that are characterized by new interpretive gestures. In certain ways, it is a return 

to the most basic dance technique in which the body moves spontaneously. 

Teaching modern dance nowadays necessitates a combination between teachers’ and 

students' mental pictures that go beyond the dancer's physical movement. The other 

characteristic of the innovations in modern dance is that movement is generated by actual 

body weight rather than energy intensity. 

Modern dance teachers should have a good background in ballet technique. Basic 

understanding of geometry can also help in visualizing space and travel more clearly. 

 

TECHNIQUES IN PERFORMING MODERN DANCE 

Modern dancers today want their performance tactics to be extremely individualized in 

order to develop their own distinct dance style. The key to a successful dance career is for 

every modern dancer to develop their own unique dancing style.  

Today, the current trend in modern dance is towards solo contemporary dance 

performances rather than group dances. Solo dance performances for modern dancers entail 

theatrical studies and some understanding of various forms of dance music. 

Much is dependent on the success of the modern solo dancer as a whole, as well as 

their ability to emphasize the substance of the music they intend to dance to. The use of 

contrasting gestures is another modern dance performance technique. 

 

Abstract Performing Technique 

The difficulty of a solo contemporary dance 

performance is to create multi-dimensional spaces 

from motion created by body motions. The use of 

music to transform body movements into ballet 

performing skills is not used in an abstract modern 

dance production. This abstract technique integrates 

dance, mime, theater, and other materials into a 

single dance presentation. As a result, in modern 

abstract dance, ballet steps may be exaggerated. 
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Ballet to Modern Dance 

Many dancers discover greater independence and 

imagination when they perfect their dance moves and 

progress to modern dance. They now have a deeper 

sense of their actions that transcends beyond their 

physical bodies and allows them to broaden their 

technique. 

 

Modern dance companies are now a creation of dance's 

visual art. The audience gets to observe what modern 

dancers go through and how they are motivated. 

 

In the past, the ability to communicate emotions to an 

audience was typically confined to well-educated 

audiences who were familiar with current dance 

approaches. This is what modern dance staging is all 

about.  Audiences join the dance and dance concept 

with dancers through visual dance performances at 

modern dance festivals.  

 

Improvisation 

Improvisation is basically a spontaneous discovery of movement. It can be a 

choreographic tool, a meditation, a warm-up or just plain fun. 

Connection is another advantage of improvisation: a connection to self and a connection 

to others. Through the process of letting go of expectations, dancers can tap into an inner calm 

and trust that can lead to a degree of self-expression and exploration. An improvisational class 

can be a means of making the outside world slip away for a while and allowing our inner selves 

to recover and develop. 

Through improvisation, dancers will improve their technique and develop their overall well-

being. Irrespective of background or dancing genre, there are various benefits to introducing 

improvisation. Dancers can use improvisation to: 

 Use fresh approaches in applying technical principles, allowing them to better grasp 
and internalize their dancing technique; 

 Gain self-awareness as they experiment with movement in ways that suit their bodies 
best; 

 Develop stronger levels of confidence as a result of the process of selecting movement 
choices; 

 Have meaningful self-expression and emotional release, which helps them feel better 
both in and out of the studio; 

 Be liberated from the pressures of perfection that are frequent in dance training, 
allowing them to discover joy and a stronger sense of self via movement. 
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ACTIVITY 4: MODERN DANCE TECHNIQUES, TRENDS & IMPROVISATION 

Using the different modern dance techniques and improvisation, here are some fun 

activities to try: 

Level Changes – This activity is incredibly adaptable and simple to understand for 

experienced dancers. The main purpose is to assist in grasping the concept of being able to 

progress through levels while moving. 

Set a number of counts by passing through a low-level shape (starting on the 

ground) to mid-level (center of gravity) and end in a high-level shape (raised 

movement).   Then reverse the process by lowering yourself to the ground from a high vantage 

point.  

The following may also be adapted: 

• Move at various tempos; 
• Begin movement with various body parts; 
• Move in a variety of ways such as staccato, flowing, strong, light, bound or unbound; 
• Act as though you're floating in the air, underwater or inside a box as you move around; 
• Stick to a movement rule, such as always maintaining three limbs on the floor, not 

contacting the ground or not utilizing the arms. 

Bubbles and Boxes – The primary objective of this activity is to help dancers 
understand space-related concepts and to establish specific spatial intentions in their 
movements. 

Imagine yourself in a box the size of your entire body, from floor to finger, as wide as 
your arms are outstretched, and as long as you can reach back and forth. On each side of the 
box is a button (top, bottom, front, back and each side). The goal of your actions while you 
improvise in the box is to strike the buttons with various body parts.  

The following may also be adapted: 

 Encouraging dancers to use a variety of body parts other than their hands and feet in 
pressing the buttons; 

 Enlarging or contracting the imaginary box; 
 Moving the box through space as the dancers move around the floor or around the 

room; 
 Adding extra buttons, either in the corners of the box or on each plane; 
 Instructing the dancers to envision themselves in a bubble, pyramid or other multi-

dimensional shape; 
 Sharing a shape with two or more dancers. 

Monkeys in a Line  –The primary goal of this activity is to aid dancers understand the 

idea of absence of space and to shift in space in relation with other dancers. 

On one side of the room, one dancer begins in a shape of their choice. The following 

dancer moves around the first dancer before making a figure with the first dancer. Each dancer 

in turn follows suit until everyone is in line, at which point the first dancer goes down the line 

to the finish.  



 

The following may also be adapted: 

 Teaching dancers about different form relationships, such as complimentary and 
contrasting, symmetric and asymmetric, and encouraging them to employ these 
relationships in their shape creation; 

 Instructing dancers to use weight-sharing techniques such as perching and 
counterbalance, and encouraging them to use them as they progress; 

 Encouraging dancers to experiment with new tempos, intensities and qualities; 
 Creating different rules, such as not moving a certain body part or keeping it on the 

floor at all times. 

Clay Clumps – The main goal is to assist dancers in grasping the concept of shape 

and experimenting with new ways of commencing a movement. 

On one side of the room, one dancer begins in the form of his choice. In the opposite 
side of the room, the next dancer walks around the first dancer, then develops a form that is 
linked to the first dancer. Each dancer in turn follows suit until everyone is in line, at which 
point the first dancer walks to the end of the line. 

The following may also be adapted: 

 Motivating dancers to use varied forms on their bodies, such as on or off balance, 
symmetric or asymmetric, wide or narrow, huge or small; 

 Encouraging dancers to use other body regions to initiate movement, such as the 
elbow, cheek, stomach, etc; 

 Making the activity fun, similar to tag. Rather than working in pairs, many dancers begin 
as "clay" and others as "sculptors," with any sculptor interacting with any clay lump. A 
prearranged signal could be utilized to switch roles. 
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Modern dance is one of the most difficult genres to categorize in terms of 
technique. Modern doesn't have to be fast or slow, or done to a certain piece of music, 
or even any music. It doesn't have to show off a specific physical ability or tell a story. 
It isn't always something. It can also comprise anything. It is a fine and wonderful art 
in the eyes of many choreographers and dancers because it theoretically provides 
them with an infinite number of possibilities to play with. The problem is that "endless 
possibilities" makes modern dance difficult to discuss and understand for general 
audiences. 

Modern dance's identity crisis is understandable. For a form whose sole 

purpose seems to be to avoid doing what was done before, it is hard to fathom how to 

make a serious future. 

The history of modern dance is well established. Its origin can be traced back 

to the beginning of the movement when the founders thought that it should be opposed 

to the rules of ballet. Modern dance has always had its goals and ideals. The goals of 

breaking the rules have been met and now it is time for the genre to embrace its own. 

Modern dance is about putting self-expression first and  it has been extremely 

beneficial to us as artists. Everyone has a chance to find a place that works for them 

by exploring everything that can be called dance. The gates of free movement have 

been thrown open. It is now time to apply what we have learned over the last century 

to express what is in the human soul.  

"The reality of the dance is its truth to our inner life. Therein 

lies its power to move and communicate experience."  

- Martha Graham 
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